Year 6 have had a very busy term, which included completing our SATs and going to PGL for
a week. We all had a great week away at PGL and got to try lots of different activities
ranging from canoeing to high ropes, abseiling to problem solving and fencing to
orienteering. The children were a credit to our school and had the best time ever!
In English, we are using Macbeth as our text. We have focused on different versions and
how they differ. There are lots of different writing opportunities that we are covering such
as: letter writing, character description, recounts, debating/arguments and script writing.
In geography, we are learning all about the Amazing Americas! To begin with, we
familiarised ourselves with an atlas and all the information you can find in there about
continents and countries. We had fun using ‘Google Earth’ to explore places that we know
as well as looking at the Amazing Americas.
In science, we have started to learn all about the circulatory system and how it works! We
were very surprised that a red blood cell works so hard especially during exercise!
Year 6 have been focusing on ‘day of the dead’ festival in our art lessons. First of all, we
looked at the film ‘Coco’, then researched ‘day of the dead’ festival and examples of the
sugar masks they have. We designed our own and then made our own using felt and a
range of sewing techniques.
As a school. We celebrated the Queens platium Jubille in style! We held a traditional street
party where we all wore crowns and ate cucumber or jam sandwiches. Then we proceeded
to particpate in a range of party games such as big skipping, blowing bubbles and
hopskotch.
Currently, we are working hard on our school play ready for our performance in July and
have lots of exciting activities to come, to end our time at The Lea primary school before we
go onto our secondary schools.

